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ABOUT US
Inner Sydney Regional Council for Social Development Inc is an Incorporated Association working with and for
the residents of inner and eastern Sydney. Established in 1974 the organisation’s members and staff have been
involved in social justice, environmental, civil rights, public service and community service issues since then.
We achieve this by maintaining an active network of contacts with the community sector, residents groups,
environmentalists, councils, politicians, trade unionists, the media, activists and public servants.
Since the mid-seventies Regional Council has worked with and supported residents and community groups on
issues and campaigns such as: opposition to the third runway and the monorail, better public transport, closure
of the Waterloo Incinerator, cuts to public housing, protection of the community sector, opposition to
overdevelopment and protection of historical and culturally significant buildings and sites.
Regional Council supports, informs and advocates for community organisations and groups in our area.
Our members include individual residents and non-government organisations providing services to members of
the local communities in our region, particularly to disadvantaged and marginalised groups.
Through our publication Inner Sydney Voice, we keep locals informed on the latest developments on issues as
diverse as employment, health, material needs, education, rights and safety of members of local communities,
the environment and resources and community organisations in our region. Inner Sydney Voice is distributed to
members and subscribers three times a year with most articles submitted by community members.

Inner Sydney Regional Council - Projects and Activities
Regional Information Service
Funded by: Community Services, Department of Human Services NSW and City of Sydney Council


Regional Policy and Advocacy



Community Development



Support for Community Organisations



Social Planning



Information – Inner Sydney Voice, Website, E-News and Brochures

Tenant Participation Resource Service
Funded by: Housing NSW, Family and Community Services


Tenants in public housing, Aboriginal and community housing supported through forming and resourcing
tenant groups, training, information, advocacy and referral.

Home and Community Care Development Officer
Funded by: Ageing Disability and Home Care, Department of Human Services NSW


Supports Home and Community Care services in the region by providing information, support, advocacy,
policy and planning.
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Inner Sydney Regional Council is a regional information, advocacy and community development
agency. We work in the Inner Sydney and Eastern Suburbs of Sydney, covering the Local
Government Areas of:

.
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Board of Management

Jacqui Swinburne
Chairperson

Michael Shreenan
Vice Chairperson

Holly Stewart
Secretary

William Pope
Board Member

Bill Yan
Board Member

Mark West
Board Member

Jackie Hart
Treasurer

Melanie Jewell
Board Member

Staff

Pam Marsh
Executive Officer

Charmaine Jones
A/Executive Officer

Enis Jusufspahic
HACC Development Officer

David White
Tenant Participation
Resource Worker

Saskia Cheney
Office Administrator

Holly Miller
Media Officer
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Some photos from various Inner Sydney Regional Council events over the year,
including the Annual Marg Barry lecture, Yo-Yo-a-Go-Go, Looking Forward
Looking Back Mental Health forum and the Mad Pride concert.
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Chairperson’s Report
It has been another big year for Inner Sydney

A small team, they have managed these events as

Regional Council. We have been busy implement-

well as providing all their usual support, information

ing the strategic plan set by the staff and board in

and assistance to community workers, public

2009. This strategic plan was a large shift for

housing tenant reps and NGOs.

Regional Council, moving away from a focus on
direct service delivery, towards the supporting and
resourcing of community groups and organisations.
It has also been challenging with some staffing
changes but the staff have successfully organised
many large events.
An engaging and successful conference, ‘Our
Future Community – The Challenge of Change’
was held. It was opened by Lord Mayor Clover
Moore with staff from City of Sydney Council
actively participating and co-hosting parts of it. Eva
Cox, as the keynote speaker, gave a thought
provoking and inspiring talk which stimulated much
discussion and many ideas from the participants.
Special thanks to Helen Campbell and Janet
Green for their hosting of the event. The outcomes
from the conference will assist us in the development of our next strategic plan.
Another significant event was the Historical
Photographic Exhibition. After the archiving of the
library last year the staff have done a massive job
of sorting and collating a large collection of photos.
These were displayed at Redfern Town Hall before
being archived by the City of Sydney. This was an

Clover Moore opening “Our Future City the Challenge of Change” conference.
We have been lucky to have such dedicated and
focused staff at Regional Council. Charmaine Jones
has done a fantastic job as Acting Executive Officer,
picking up where Pam Marsh left off. On behalf of
the Board I would like to thank the staff for all their
hard work helping to support and strengthen local
community groups and organisations.
I would also like to thank all the board members for
volunteering their time and expertise to assist in the
strong governance of Regional Council.
Jacqui Swinburne
Chairperson

important achievement in preserving the valuable
history of the organisation and the area it covers.
The exhibition was opened with the Annual Marg
Barry

lecture, given by Dr Lisa Murray, City of

Sydney Social Historian, on the importance of
preserving Sydney’s social history.
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Executive Officer's Report
Another very busy year has passed. Inner

At the beginning of 2011, the Redfern Waterloo

Sydney Regional Council has been busy keeping

Authority released its Built Environment Plan II and

across developments in the community sector,

Housing NSW announced it had received funding

including the changes to Community Services

from the Commonwealth to draw up a preliminary

funding from CSGP to Community Builders and

Masterplan for the housing estates in Redfern in

Early Intervention and Placement Prevention

Waterloo. Inner Sydney Regional Council were a

(EIPP) Program.

founding member of Groundswell, a coalition of

It was a difficult year with Pam, our Executive
Officer, only working part-time due to a work
place injury, and who is now on extended leave,
but we still managed to achieve a lot. We have

community organisations and residents who are
committed to providing residents with independent
information about this urban renewal process in
Redfern and Waterloo.

continued to concentrate on regional activities

We have also been a part of the Redfern Waterloo

and have maintained an active involvement with

Community Learning and Research Group, which

agencies in several Local Government Areas

is made up of residents and community groups,

including Randwick, Woollahra, City of Sydney,

community and government services,

Botany Bay and Leichhardt and provided infor-

and other interested community members. The

mation and support to many others. We have

aim of the Community Learning and

also maintained the

support and/or resourcing

Group is to co-ordinate and conduct ethical

of a wide range of interagencies, forums and

research on issues relevant to the Redfern and

groups, some aimed at

Waterloo communities, involving members of the

specific regional areas

academics
Research

community in the learning and research process to

and some at particular groups.
We have assisted the Save Miller Point Commu-

the greatest extent possible.

nity Group in their fight to preserve the Social

We have hosted a number of students over the

Housing and Boarding houses in the Millers

year, including TAFE students, a Nepalese AusAid

Point/Dawes Point area. We have also supported

student and a number of American University In-

them

ternational Program students.

with

their

consultations

with

Barangaroo Development Authority.

the

Having archived thousands of articles and documents last year, this year we spent many hours
collating and organising our vast collection of
photos, collected over 35 years in the area, in
preparation for our exhibition at the Annual Marg
Barry Memorial Lecture, which focused on the
importance of preserving our social history. The
photos are to be archived by the City of Sydney,
available to anyone who asked.

Millers Point Social Housing properties
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We held a conference in July for community

understand the changes to the Home and

organisations called “Our Future Community –

Community Care Program (HACC) as decided

the challenge of change’, in which we focused

by COAG. The Tenant Participation Resource

on the changes expected in the inner city area

Worker, David, continues to support tenant

in the next ten years and how these would im-

groups and tenant participation activities. He

pact on small NGO’s. The Lord Mayor Clover

invested a lot of time initiating an Area Tenant

Moore opened proceedings and the inimitable

Council for the Inner West and Northern

Eva Cox was our keynote speaker. Eva ad-

Beaches, along with establishing a Tenant

dressed the importance of looking for solu-

Council for the Leichhardt LGA. A special

tions, not just complaining about the problems.

thanks to Jackie Hart, who joined us for 8

Our Facebook page and E-news continue to

months in the role of Assistant Executive

grow in popularity, with the e-news being

Officer. We also welcome Holly as our new

distributed to approximately 300 organisations

Media Officer and Saskia as Office Manager.

and individuals.

There was uncertainty about the continuation

The ever popular HACC brochure was again

of the TPRS funding. An Expression of

updated and reprinted during the year. There

Interest for the funding was due in March but

is consistently heavy demand for this rather

due to Housing NSW conducting another

weighty brochure, so we used some extra

review of their funded programs, the project

funds from the Department of Ageing, Disabil-

was

ity and Homecare (ADHC) to redesign the

December. Fortunately, after the NSW Budget

brochure in to a lighter, more portable version,

was

which has proved even more popular than the

informed of another roll-over until June 2012.

original.

While this still leaves much uncertainty, it

We assisted NGO’s in their lobbying of
politicians and political parties in the approach

rolled

over

delivered

in

for

six

months,

September,

we

until
were

meant we didn’t have to retrench anyone at
Christmas time.

to the NSW March 2011 election and we con-

The Board undertook governance training in

tinue to build relationships with sitting mem-

March and continues to revise and review our

bers to keep them aware of the issues and

strategic plan. I would like to thank the Board

concerns of the sector and the community. We

for the time and commitment they give to Inner

are in the unique position of having a Liberal,

Sydney Regional

Labor, Greens and Independent members in

support and encouragement during the year.

our

I am looking forward to a busy and productive

region.

This

makes

for

interesting

Council,

and

for

their

discussions.

2011/2012 and feel confident that we will be

Again, all the staff worked above and beyond

able to effectively respond to the changing

their job descriptions. Our HACC Development

needs of our region.

Officer

has

been

assisting

Community Care funded

Home

organisations

and

Charmaine Jones
A/Executive Officer
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Home and Community Care (HACC)
2011 has been a year marked by the Council of

(DoHA) funded a pilot model – the Consumer Di-

Australian Government’s (COAG) decision to split

rected Care Packages which combine these two

the administration and funding of the Home and

approaches.

Community Care Program (HACC). COAG also

In many ways self-

promised that there will be no substantial changes

directed funding is the

to the HACC program until 2015 and that from 1

next

July 2012 the Commonwealth will fund and admin-

forward

ister all HACC services for people 65 and older

Enablement Approach

and that the state will fund and administer all

(person-centred

HACC services for people up to 65 years of age.

and I have organised a

The funding/administration split for Aboriginal

number of

people is at 50 years of age. In order to meet

this

year

their current commitment to provide services to

with

the

Aboriginal people from 45 years of age the
government of NSW has announced that they will
fund services for Aboriginal people from 45 to 50

logical

step

from

the
care)

Forums
that

dealt

enablement

Photo above and over
approach
and
selfpage from HACC Brochure directed funding. These
1968

two

approaches put

years of age.

the care recipients at the heart of the planning

The rest of the year was focused on the Enable-

process which means that the service providers

ment Approach, NSW IMPACT and Better Practice

will need to be more flexible in service planning

- three labels for the same principle - building on

and delivery.

the person’s functional capacity to enable them to

The Productivity Commission delivered its report

live the kind of life they want to lead. Under the

on Age Care Services. The Report does not go

Better Practice banner ADHC rolled out pilot

into detail about program design and functioning of

programs on person centred care for people over

the

the age of 65 living independently in the

However, the report made a number of recommen-

community. This project also collected examples

dations about financing and access to HACC

of innovative person centred practice from each of

services. The Productivity Commission favours a

the HACC service types around the state.

centralised information, assessment and intake

The other substantive driving factor in the shape of

model, a regulative body.

the sector to come is the self-directed funding ap-

This year saw the HACC Development Officers’

proach which puts the care recipient at the heart of

Network rise to prominence in the sector with the

the decision making process. Under this approach

launch of a new website, an updated brochure and

the care recipient receives the funding which al-

the innovative solutions manual. I represent the

lows them to purchase services from funded and

Network at the Community Care Industry Council

private agencies that best meet their needs. This

(CCIC) convened by ACS brings together the

model goes hand in hand with the enablement ap-

HACC service provider peak bodies to discuss is-

proach and the Department of Health and Aging

sues relating to the COAG decision to split the

Community

Care

aspect

of

age

care.
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administration and funding of HACC.

accessing and using HACC services. I changed the

I am on the Aboriginal Industry Development Fund

format of the Eastern Sydney HACC brochure as

(AIDF) Steering Committee as a representative of

the old brochure was too expensive to print. I’d like

the HACC Development Officers’ Network. This

to thank Charmaine for her work redesigning the

Project is concerned with capacity building of the

brochure.

six Aboriginal community

organisations which

Project (ESMAP) and Regional Council translated

currently receive HACC funding. The Aboriginal

the Eastern Sydney HACC brochure into key com-

Community Care Forum is meeting regularly to

munity languages including Russian, Cantonese,

discuss issues relating to share information,

Mandarin, Italian, Greek and Spanish.

coordinate

Regional Council has partnered with ESMAP to

service delivery and discuss unmet

needs.

Eastern Sydney Multicultural Access

deliver a Bilingual Workers’ Forum looking at issues
relating to attracting and supporting bilingual
workers in the sector.

Ahead of the Forum we

designed a survey on the use of translating and interpreting services amongst HACC services in Eastern Sydney. In the second phase of this project we
will compile a paper based on the issues raised
through the survey and at the Forum in addition to a
strategy for supporting and attracting bilingual workers to the sector.
As HACC celebrates 25 years of supporting people
it is about to embark on a long process of change to
better accommodate the people currently receiving
a service and to improve access for people seeking
support.

The Eastern Sydney HACC Forum has grown this

Enis Jusufspahic

year with careful planning of topics and guest

HACC Development Officer

speakers. It has become an important meeting
place for service providers to discuss operational
issues as well as the transition process. We held
a Planning Day for the HACC growth funding for
this year. I am happy to provide a platform for
service providers to share good practice and
discuss issues with representative of ADHC and
DOHA.
The CALD Issues Working Party consists of myself and the Multicultural Access Project Officer
We have worked hard to highlight CALD issues in
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Tenant Participation Resource Service (TPRS)
Area of Coverage
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Central Sydney North
Tenant Participation Resource Service Report
This Report is a quick snapshot of the service pro-

The CSNTPRS has built increasingly comprehen-

vided. Central Sydney North Tenant Participation

sive working relationships with community devel-

Resource Service (CSNTPRS), which is a service

opment workers in the area, with around 21% of

funded by Housing NSW to deal with Social Hous-

enquiries coming from Workers. These include

ing Tenants in the Northern half of Central Sydney

Area Health, Local Police, Local Government,

Housing Services Division, dealt with just over

NGO Service Providers and other TPRS Workers

1,100 tenant enquiries of varying complexity in the

to best meet the needs of Tenants

2010-11 financial year.

The highest areas of enquiry came from

The number one enquiry asked of the TPRS in

Redfern followed by Waterloo, Surry Hills, Lilyfield,

2010-2011 was about maintenance, especially

Woolloomooloo, Gladesville, Erskineville, Manly

with the Client Service Teams not being able to

and Millers Point/The Rocks.

process maintenance enquiries and complaints
about contractor work, followed by the consequences of the Reshaping Public Housing, namely
Mental Health issues, Anti-social behaviour and
rebuilding community cohesion. Enquiries about
TPRS information and training came in fourth,
same as last year.

275 Outreach services were provided to Tenants
throughout the Central Sydney North Division
which included visiting Tenant Groups, going to
Housing NSW with Tenants that were unable to
represent

themselves

because

they

couldn’t

understand the issues involved (mainly because of
mental health issues) to visiting Tenants helping

The following user percentages were collected:

them with the process and procedures in dealing



Public housing tenants formed the great

with a multitude of issues. The CSNTPRS has

majority of users – 62%.

formed close working relationships with several



4% of inquiries were from the Aboriginal
Housing Office tenants.



Community Housing tenants accounting for

Tenant Advice and Advocacy Program (TAAP)
Services and refer several Tenants to these and
other services for Tenants, such as Welfare
Rights.

14%, up from 13% last year.


People from culturally and linguistically
diverse communities accounted for 14% of
total enquiries, same as last year.



Women at 72% accessed the service a lot
more than men.



The two highest age groups accessing the
service were the 50-70 year olds with 45%
and the 35-50 year olds with 28% of the

Tenants at the Inner City Mental Health Recovery Working
Party’s Yo-Yo.A Go-Go day.

Tenant enquiries.
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Supporting newly formed and existing tenant

The CSNTPRS has also worked very closely with

groups is one of the most important pieces of work

the

the CSNTPRS has done during this period.

Development Worker, Raul Pollak, St Vincent’s

Three new Tenant Groups were formed in this period and two Tenant Councils, the Leichhardt
Tenant Council and the Area C Tenant Council.
Working with all Tenant Groups to make a
difference to social outcomes and to serve and
strengthen their Tenant Community involves working jointly on a range of issues affecting tenants,
including Mental Health and Safety issues and
seeking funding for projects.
The CSNTPRS has also engaged with TAFE
Outreach and other agencies, like Redfern Legal
and Shelter NSW to run programs for Tenants in
various localities.

Housing

NSW’s

Surry

Hills

Community

Community Health's Health Education Officer,
Jeanette Cudmore and the City of Sydney’s Public
Housing Liaison Officer, Dominic Grenot to jointly
work alongside a number of Interagencies, such as
the Inner City Mental Health Recovery Group, to
make a difference to social outcomes and work
towards developing equity, access and capacity of
social housing tenants. It involves working on a
range of issues affecting tenants, including Mental
Health and Safety Working Parties
I regularly liaise and provide feedback to Housing
NSW regarding Tenants social housing situation,
which includes meeting with Team leaders on an
irregular basis (usually to overcome problems) and
attending all the Area and Team forums.
The CSNTPRS looks forward to meeting and
excelling in the challenges in the year ahead.

David White
Tenant Participation Resource Worker

Purcell Tenant and Neighbourhood Advisory
Representative Brian Parker speaking at a HNSW event

As an example of the work that the CSNTPRS
does, the CSNTPRS has been working with all
Neighbourhood Advisory Boards (NABs) intensely
to try to improve the NAB model, to evolve and
grow and for them to take more ownership of their
decisions. As part of that process and with help
from Housing NSW we have moved the Housing
Standards maintenance overflow away from the
NAB, leaving the NAB to deal with Issues of an
Estate nature.
The CSNTPRS has also worked very closely with
the Housing NSW’s Surry Hills Community Development Worker, Raul Pollak, St Vincent’s Community Health's Health Education Officer, Jeanette
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Inner Sydney Regional Council
for Social Development

Financial Report
For year ended

June 30th 2011
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Treasurer’s Report

Inner Sydney Regional Council continues to review and upgrade financial reporting, processes and systems to
ensure accountability and responsible management of funding, grants and contributions from its supporters. In
the final quarter of the 2011 financial year, Regional Council outsourced its accounting function to professional
accountants who work with Management to review and tighten financial controls and the monthly reporting
process to the Board.

For the year ended June 2011 Regional Council incurred an operating deficit of $25,812. The deficit is the result of
an approved Enterprise Agreement, which increased employment expenses, and higher than expected travel costs.
These travel costs were a result of additional travel required by the TPRS Co-ordinator to support the tenant
activities in the inner, central and northern parts of Sydney. The Balance Sheet shows retained earnings of
$30,744.

The Board has approved the 2012 budget which is expected to result in a small surplus. This surplus will contribute
towards the process of building the retained earnings to a more comfortable level.

Jacqueline Hart
Treasurer
Board member since July 2011
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